Background: Calcification in atherosclerotic plaque has been viewed as a marker of plaque stability, but whether calcification accumulates in specific anatomic sites in the carotid artery is unknown. In this study, we determined the burden and distribution of calcified lesions in carotid endarterectomy (CEA) tissues.
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methods: A total of 22 CEA tissues were imaged with high resolution micro-computed tomography (isotropic voxel resolution= 0.17mm). Total plaque burden and total calcium score using the Agatston method were quantified at 2mm increments. The Agatston score (AS) was also normalized by CEA tissue size. Plaque and calcium distribution were analyzed separately for 3 anatomical regions of the CEA tissues: 1) common segment (CS), 2) bulb segment, and 3) internal/external segments (IES).
results:
The average total CEA tissue length was 42.3±7.3mm with total plaque burden of 134.5 (interquartile range [IQR]: 77.9-185.8) mm3 and total AS of 38.6 (IQR: 10.8-97.8). Of the 22 tissues 15 had no calcium in the CS compared to 3 in the bulb and 2 in the IES. Calcified plaque normalized for tissue size was most prevalent in the bulb segment. (AS= 2.92; IQR: 0.6-15.5), the IES (AS=2.85; IQR: 0.3-5.7) and was least abundant in the CS (AS=0.0; IQR: 0-0.2) of the CEA tissues.
conclusion: Calcified plaque is non-uniformly distributed in CEA tissues with most in the bulb and IES regions, but whether this variation in rate of calcification is related to hemodynamic or if it simply a function of burden requires further study. All values are given as medians with interquartile range (IQR). The 3 segments of CEA tissues are indicated by: CS= common segment of CEA tissue; BS=bulb segment of CEA; IES=internal and external segments of CEA. Total Agatston score (AS)= sum of slice-based AS; Normalized Agatston score (AS)= mean of slice-based AS. Normalized quantities account for differences in CEA sizes. P-value calculation was performed with the Friedman and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Bonferroni-adjusted for multiple comparisons).
